Abstract
Network security field had gained research community attention in the last decade due to its growing importance. This paper addresses directly one vital problem in that field is “Intrusion Detection System” (IDS). As much as many researchers tackle this problem, many challenges arise while converting this research to reliable automatic system. The biggest challenge is to make the system works with low false alarm with new unseen threats. In this paper, we address this challenge by building a descriptive model using different models of deep Recurrent Neural Network (RNNs). (RNN) models has the ability to generalize the knowledge that can be used to identify seen and unseen threats. This generalization comes from RNN capabilities to define in its terms the normal behavior and the deviation accepted to be normal. Four different models of RNN were tested on a benchmark dataset, NSL-KDD, which is a standard test dataset for network intrusion. The proposed system showed superiority over other previously developed systems according to the standard measurements: accuracy, recall, precision and f-measure.

1- Introduction
Computer and networking technologies have grown in the last decade exponentially. All e-commerce, e-banking, etc… have evolved because they are dependent on online transactions. Also, new concepts and technologies emerged such as the internet of things (IoT) [1, 2], smart homes [3], online educational [4], economics and marketing [5], and other services. Considering this growing number of internet services and heavy traffic of information, internet and information security became a must not optional.

“Intrusion Detection Systems” (IDS) became extremely vital due to the fact that networks might be threatened by both internal and external intruders’ attacks [6]. It is defined as a detection system located to observe and monitor computer networks requests [7]. These have been in use since the 1980’s [8]. The threats can have harmful damages such as: Denial of service (DoS) which causes prevention of legitimate users from using network resources by streaming irrelevant heavy traffic [9]. Malware also could also cause harm, where attackers use malicious software to foul up systems [10]. IDS is evolving as a response to current and future attacks from internal and
external intruders. Most IDS have been developed and implemented to be strict system but they have suffered from the problem of “false positive” or “false negative” alarms [11]. These high rates of false detection causes IDS to lose credibility in practical large scale systems. Also, another problem that attacks behaviours and methodologies change very rapidly which makes preparing a clear list of attacks behaviour and signature is unrealistic. These issues increases dramatically the difficulty for network administrators to handle intrusion alarms and reports. Scientific researchers in that field aim to develop IDS that accomplishes an accurate threat identification with minimum false alarm rate.

There are two major challenges that appear while developing and implementing effective and dependable IDS for unseen future attacks detection:

- Appropriate extraction and selection of rich discriminative feature set from inside the network traffic raw, unprocessed and noisy dataset for attack detection is very challenging. As mentioned before, attacks behave differently and are continuously evolving and changing over time. The chosen features set selected for identifying and detecting a class of attacks, is highly unlikely that it can identify and detect other classes of attacks.
- The lack for labelled practical traffic dataset from real-world in production networks, this inhibits the ability for developing a generalized and unbiased IDS.

Fully automated IDS that exploit “Machine Learning” (ML) techniques have been developed as an orientation to tackle these issue [12]. ML-based IDS actually learn from normal and abnormal traffics by being trained on a dataset to predict an attack by using classification methods [13].

Many (ML) techniques have been used to implement IDS [14], such as “Artificial Neural Networks” (ANN), “Support Vector Machines” (SVM), “Naive-Bayesian” Classifier (NBC), etc. All these methods follow a hand-crafted feature extraction and selection methods [15, 16]. Recently, “deep learning” solutions have been explored, implemented and gained noticeable results in various (ML) problems such as Big Data, video analytics, Security, image, and speech processing [17]. “Deep Learning” (DL) architectures and learning algorithms tend to identify and capture the features’ general representation through a large-scale set of unlabelled noisy data. These features are considered as knowledge and are applied on unseen data in the supervised learning.

The main theory that (DL) is based on that the assumption that data can be formulated mathematically as multi-layered composition of factors or features in a hierarchical composition graph [18]. This seems a simple and helpful assumption that allows exponentially mining for relationships among some of the regions and samples. This is very efficient to some of the tremendously dense-dimensional challenges of many problems with high degree of non-linearity [19].

In this work, we are building IDS system based on Deep Learning architecture: “Recurrent Neural Network” (RNN) with different variations: bi-directional RNN, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) and bi-directional (LSTM). The proposed solution detects anomaly inside a sequence of user’s requests. There are 2 main advantages of the proposed techniques:

- First, they have the ability to define the normal behaviour and so detect any defined or unseen attack signature.
- Second, the bi-directional techniques can neutralize sequence dependencies via considering forward and backward order of request sequences.

Bi-directional (LSTM) has shown superiority over other proposed techniques and other solutions these are mentioned in related work (Section 3). This paper illustrates in section 2 the problem
definition, how “IDS” can be formulated in previous studies and what are the controlling parameters these affect (IDS) effectiveness. Section 3 exposes the related work and state-of-art in that field. Section 4 elaborates in the proposed methods, formulation of ML and DL anticipated factors, and benchmark data set that is used to evaluate the proposed system accuracy. Section 5 draws the experimental results and the conclusion section summarizes the work and suggests some improvements.

2- Problem Definition

First of all, IDS differs from Intrusion Provision System (IPS) and they have different problem definition. Both, IDS and IPS do increase the networks security level, perform traffic real-time continues monitoring, inspecting and packets scanning for suspicious data [20]. The key difference between IDS and IPS is the followed procedure they follow when a suspicious activity is identified in the start stage.

- (IDS) supports and provides the network administrator with a level of security and prevention against any abnormal attack or observed anomalous sequence of actions. “IDS” accomplishes its main target via providing early messages of warnings and alarms addressed to systems administrators [21].

- (IPS) can be viewed as a component that manages IT networks access, this component provides the required protection for the network systems from attacks. It is dedicated to perform deep analysis of attack data and proceed in the action. Furthermore, “IPS” blocks it as it is growing and generates a set of rules in the enterprise other security components such as firewall [22].

In this work, the focus is being on IDS, Heady et al. suggested a definition of an intrusion as: “a set of activities which performs hits to challenge the resource integrity or appropriate authorized usage [23]. Overall, the practice of “IDS” contains the monitoring and logging of relevant actions those are done in a network systems and deep analyzing them for the purpose of detecting the potential existence of intrusions [24]. IDS can be described in a more comprehensive definition as: a set of practices those are exploited to identify and track any abnormal actions these may result a failure in security policy, this is done by usage of anomaly and misuse tracking and by diagnosing intrusions and attacks [23]. This definition embraces both (software and/or hardware) solutions these run on a machine for the purpose of monitoring, identifying and tracking users’ behaviors. Also, they are performing checks and inspections tasks for network traffic [24]. The practices followed in “IDS” differs from other network security blocks such as access control, firewalls or encryption. Different security components are integrated to protect a single network and computer system, Figure 1 illustrates different security components and IDS modules.

**Figure 1: Network Security Modules and IDS**
From origin, the system admin performs the task of “Intrusion Detection” (ID) by his own experience and manual tools. They were required to monitor every single action on a console for the purpose of identifying and detecting any abnormal behaviors [25]. This primary version of “ID” has shown ineffectiveness because of the errors and false alarms it generates. A step toward automation by employing “the logging file” readers, when they were developed permitting quick searching for any irregularities or unauthorized access [26]. During 80’s (ID) was a kind of way for further processing (post) and analysis of suspicious activities, any alteration in the existing network structure accessing rules could be allocated and identified only after the time of the event has passed. This offline identification by logging analysis, was a step although is inefficient and biased [27]. Moving forward to 90’s, research in that field caused the appearance of the 1st version of IDS that operates in practical environment and responds immediately making the option of “attack-preemption” jumps to life [28]. In 2000’s, IT security enforced the market to be a “marketing trend”, advanced features to IDS were added and customized versions have been built to meet large scale organization’s needs.

3- State-of-The art

This section illustrates the research work in that point and different techniques to solve it. First, for achieve a level of comparison credibility, only the research and results those mainly addressed “NSL-KDD” [29] (available http://www.unb.ca/cic/datasets/index.html) as training and testing database for performance control experiment is considered. Consequently, any dataset mentioned to in this review part should be understood as NSL-KDD. The basic taxonomy IDS divides IDS solutions into “Anomaly oriented” and the other type is “Signature oriented” [30]. Anomaly-Oriented identification can be defined as a behavioral-based IDS, it observes and tracks any variations in the usual activity (normal) within a system through constructing a profile of the system which is being monitored [31, 32]. The key advantage is that it provides the ability to detect and identify attacks which are unseen before to the system [33]. Anomaly detection is classified into: self-learning and programmed, based on the way a normal profile of a system is structured. The self-learning is a class of systems that operate mainly by baseline examples for normal behavior. While programmed model requires an expert to teach the system the basic rules those can be used to differentiate between normal and attack behaviors. Meanwhile, Signature based detection draws a rules set these are employed to identify the patterns. In case of a mismatch incident is raised, it declares a warning [34, 35]. The key advantage in that approach is that it has the capability to identify the attacks and raising a relatively low false positive alarm ratio.

One of the fundamental work found in related work, R. S. Naoum et al [36], they developed Neural Network with improved “resilient back-propagation”. The dataset was divided as (training 70%), (validation 15%) and (testing 15%). When they experimented the usage of unlabeled data for testing, the performance degraded dramatically. Chae [37] exploited “J48 decision tree” and employed eliminated feature set of 22 features (The full set consists of 41 features). Thaseen et al [38] developed a close work that measured the accuracy of different popular “supervised tree-based classifiers”, they concluded that “Random Tree Model” (RTM) gained the optimal accuracy considering also the false alarm rate. Another approach of “2-level cascading classification” has been explored in different research trials: Panda et al [39] employed “Discriminative-Multinomial Naïve Bayes” as the base level classifier and “Nominal to Binary” supervised filtering at the second consequent level. Eid et al [40] implemented another 2-level Architecture using “Principle Component Analysis” (PCA) for feature reduction followed by (SVM), the system considered the...
full features set and gained reasonable accuracy for training set. Another noticeable work that used unsupervised clustering algorithms by Syraif et al. [41].

A new trend for building (IDS) is applying “Deep Learning” with various models, Jihyun et al. [42] exploited “Long Short Term Memory” (LSTM) model to RNN and trained the IDS using KDD Cup ’99 dataset. They draw the results against the accuracy with other IDS classifiers, (LSTM-RNN) gained 96.93% accuracy with a rate of detection 98.88%. Also, Fiore et al. [43] proposed “Restricted Boltzmann Machine” (RBM) in anomaly detection by training a network with practical data traces extracted from a work station traffic. This research was intended to measure the accuracy of RBM to classify normal data and data infected by bot.

Also, Alom et al. [44] employed “Deep Belief Network” (DBN) abilities to detect intrusion via sequence of experiments. They trained DBN with NSL-KDD data to locate unknown attack on it. Furthermore, they achieved an accuracy of 97.5% which was compared with existing (DBN-SVM) and (SVM) classifiers which it out performed.

4- Proposed Model

In this work, RNN and variations: Bi-Directional RNN (BRNN), Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) and Bi-Directional LSTM (BLSTM), are used to detect any anomaly in sequence of requests. The proposed models can learn the definition of being normal and abnormal from labeled datasets and can apply these knowledge for unseen requests and unseen harmful requests.

Why Deep Learning and RNN

- Deep learning is a wide range family of ML techniques considering many factors such as: complexity in the learning and structure data representations. The key distinguishing feature between other machine learning techniques and deep structure is the scalability when data increases.
- (DL) techniques can extract higher degrees of non-linear relationships among data just they demand a tremendous amount of data to detect and identify the patterns.
- (RNN) has applied successfully in many regression and classification problems.
- (RNN) has the capability to capture the knowledge from both the current time step and the previous ones. The hidden layer nodes accepts inputs from the current input layer besides the outputs of the same nodes in previous time window. And if the network trained in stateful mode then the network can learn the normal behavior from different combinations and sequences of actions.
- Recurrent Neural Network exposes a very effective technique for handling sequential-nature input: The original difference between normal feed-forward networks and RNN is the existence of feedback loops in hidden units. These loops could produce the recurrent connection in the unfolded network. According to the recurrent nature and structure, RNN can express and model the contextual structure and information of a temporal sequence

4.1 Recurrent Neural Network

According to sequence data, it’s most probable statistically dependent in both forward and backward manner. Given request signatures (treated as time series) and as training data, the main objective is to extract and learn the rules to infer and predict the output data given the test input data. Inputs and outputs can be either continuous, categorical variables or both. In the case of continuous outputs, the problem is defined as a “regression”, meanwhile is defined as “classification” when they are categorical (class labels). In this research, the term prediction is used as a general term that includes regression and classification and the problem is categorized as a classification problem. Figure 2 shows a basic
architecture for RNN, the input vectors are fed one at a time into the input layer of RNN. This network architecture could get benefit from all the available input information up to the current time frame, the current output of hidden units affects the next time step calculations. The structure and the training algorithm mainly control how much of this information is captured by a particular RNN.

It’s very common that future input data seen later is usually useful for accurate classification or regression. With an RNN, this can be accomplished by delaying the output by a certain number of time steps to consider the future information.

Let we consider the input sequence \( x = (x_0, x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{T-1}) \), the recurrent layer hidden states is given by:

\[
\mathbf{h} = (h_0, h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_{T-1})
\]

The output values of the output layer \( \mathbf{y} = (y_0, y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_{T-1}) \). The hidden value and output value is governed by [44]:

\[
\begin{align*}
    h_T & = F(W_{xh} x_T + W_{hh} h_{T-1} + b_h) \quad (1) \\
    y_T & = O(W_{ho} h_T + b_o) \quad (2)
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( W_{xh}, W_{hh} \) and \( W_{ho} \) are the input-hidden, hidden-hidden and hidden-output weights respectively. \( F \) and \( O \) are the squashing functions for hidden and output layers. As mentioned before, RNN allows the parameters sharing through each layer, this sharing implementation eliminates the overall number of parameters needed to be tuned. The topology for RNN has many variations, Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram for two types of RNN, the left figure illustrates the fully connected RNN in which each node percepts inputs from all other nodes. The right figure shows the partial connected RNN which the recurrence is delimited to the hidden layers.

RNN Training process is close to training a feed-forward Neural Network, since the parameters are shared, the gradient takes into consideration two basic measurements: the current time step and the previous time window steps and this process is called “Back-propagation Through Time”.

Figure 2: RNN basic architecture

Figure 3: RNN Models
4.2 Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)

RNNs have the capability to capture the knowledge of sequences could be mapped, these sequences have the property that I/P and O/P alignment is pre-known [45]. Although, RNN shown accuracy and success to learn the knowledge in certain problems these have “short-time lag” between both and desired responses [46], “short-term memory” inhibits its ability to model and handle practical sequence data processing accurately. To tackle this problem, Schmidhuber et al. [46] have developed a modified recurrent architecture, “Long Short-Term Memory” (LSTM). These networks architecture employs a node called “Constant Error Carousel” (CEC), which permits for the propagation of some “constant error signal” via time. Also, LSTM controls the “Constant Error Carousel” access through using “Multiplicative Gates”.

The main idea of (LSTM) model revolves around what we call “Memory Cell” (M) which basically translates and caches the inputs knowledge over that time. (M) is processed and by gates which are basically “sigmoid based functions”. The gates make the decision whether the (LSTM) still caches the value from the gate simply forgets it, Figure 4 [46]:

- Input gate (I) determines LSTM reaction toward the current input (Xt)
- Forget gate (F) that permits the LSTM to discard the previous cached value in memory (Mt-1)
- Output gate (O) that controls the memory to be transferred to the hidden state (\( h_t \))

![Figure 4: LSTM unit](image)

\[
I(t) = \theta(W_{ix}X_t + W_{ih}h_{t-1}) \tag{3}
\]

\[
F(t) = \theta(W_{fx}X_t + W_{fh}h_{t-1}) \tag{4}
\]

\[
O(t) = \theta(W_{ox}X_t + W_{oh}h_{t-1}) \tag{5}
\]

\[
M(t) = F(t) \odot M(t-1) + I(t) \odot \delta(W_{cx}X_t + W_{ch}h_{t-1}) \tag{6}
\]

\[
H(t) = O(t) \odot \delta(M(t)) \tag{7}
\]

Where \( \theta \) and \( \delta \) are the non-linear sigmoid and nonlinear hyperbolic relatively, \( \Theta \) denotes the product and are the trained weights parameters. Based on supervised training mechanism, once the error signal reaches (M) output it is multiplied by the output gate. Then it enters M’s linear (CEC) where it can propagate backward without exposing to be altered. This causes that (LSTM) has the ability to bridge the lags in time lags (even for long interval) between input and desired signals. Forget gate learns to reset the memory blocks which have expired and useless contents. It’s important to notice that the reset operation does in a gradual form that mainly corresponds to slowly fading cell states.
4-3 RNN and LSTM Variations

Bi-directional RNN (BRNN) mainly depends on the core of “the output value at time (t) might not only rely on the preceding sequence elements, but also the expected future ones. For our problem, relying on the order of activities sequence may be misleading. Bidirectional RNNs could be simply considered as 2 stacked RNNs stacked and the output is mainly a dependent variable on the hidden state for these 2 stacked RNNs, Figure 5

![Figure 5: A schematic diagram for BRNN](image)

The proposed solution captures the knowledge from large labeled dataset, NSL-KDD, using one of RNN models described above. Although the dataset is labeled, RNN stage behaves in an unsupervised manner. These recurrent networks captures the normal and abnormal activities in a descriptive manner. The proposed system adds a supervised layer (Fully Connected Multi-layer Perceptron) to classify the inputs in 2 ways, Figure 6:
- Binary classifier (normal/abnormal) behaviors
- 5-class classifier (normal and 4 abnormal categories)

![Figure 6: System Implementation](image)
**5- Experimental Results**

As mentioned in introduction, NSL-KDD dataset was used in the proposed work which is a reduced and enhanced version of “KDD Cup 99” dataset. Although it was suggested and designed to resolve major issues in the original version, the improved version still suffers from some of the issued, addressed by McHugh [47]. The paucity of available publicly allowed datasets for practical networks incidents, has caused the imperfection of real-network representation. NSL-KDD could still be exploited as a reliable dataset to measure various IDS approaches’ accuracy.

The training have been collected for 7 weeks and the testing by the following two weeks tcpdump raw format. Testing file includes several attacks these intentionally were not exposed during the training phase. The purpose of that is to be sure that the intrusion detection testing is realistic and practically used. The basic theory behind that is the fact that, it is highly likely that the new attacks can be generated from the already seen attacks with traceable changes. Therefore, the training and testing collections consists of 5 million and 2 million TCP/IP requesting records, respectively.

Every training/ testing instant in “NSL-KDD” dataset is made of total number of features 41 and the final column is training desired target (normal/ attack type). These features contain:

- 4 binary
- 3 nominal features
- 34 continuous

The training set includes (23 traffic classes) these are configured as:

- 22 different classes of attack
- 1 normal.

Meanwhile, the testing set includes (38 traffic classes) and is configured as follow:

- 21 attacks classes seen in the training data
- 16 unseen attacks
- 1 normal class.

As explained before, the proposed solution emits the feature engineering step, no need for feature extraction, selection or grouping. The performance of the proposed system is measured against the hyper-parameters of RNN. Different values are compared: training accuracy, Recall (R), Precision (P) and F-Measure (F) with learning rate and time-steps to analyze the model behavior variance against changes in hyper-parameters.

- **Recall (R):** is the ratio (%) of true positive records over the sum of true positive and false negative.
  
  \[ R = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \times 100\% \]

- **Precision (P):** is the ratio (%) of true positive records over the sum of true positive and false positive.

  \[ P = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \times 100\% \]

- **F-measure (F):** is the harmonic mean of both recall and precision

  \[ F = \frac{2 \times R \times P}{R + P} \]

Different topologies have been evaluated, RNN topologies are exploited through all running steps, with a single connected hidden layer (recurrent) and zero direct input/output connections. The LSTM (BLSTM) hidden layers contained 100 and 1000 blocks of one cell in each, and the RNN (BRNN) hidden layers contained 100 and 500 units. Every LSTM block internal activity is being squashed by “logistic sigmoids” as an activation function. The non-LSTM hidden layer units is squashed by logistic sigmoid between [0, 1]. All developed networks were trained with “Back-propagation Through Time”. The output layers obtain softmax activations, and the cross entropy objective function was used for training. At each frame, the output activations were viewed as the posterior probabilities of input record. The results are based on 2 classifiers: the first is a binary classifier (normal/abnormal) behaviors, Table 1, and the second is 5-class classifier (normal and 4 abnormal categories), Table 2. Note that these results are obtained for testing unseen dataset.
Table 1: Binary classifier results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Steps</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>BRNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>82.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>83.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>85.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>90.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>89.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>88.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Steps</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>BRNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>63.13</td>
<td>75.57</td>
<td>66.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>62.91</td>
<td>76.80</td>
<td>66.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>62.74</td>
<td>77.83</td>
<td>68.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>63.09</td>
<td>78.36</td>
<td>69.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>63.75</td>
<td>78.87</td>
<td>70.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>66.26</td>
<td>79.27</td>
<td>71.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>65.28</td>
<td>79.90</td>
<td>72.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>64.02</td>
<td>79.40</td>
<td>73.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>66.01</td>
<td>79.50</td>
<td>74.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another study has been conducted over the fully connected consequent feed-forward network, this study addresses the recall measurement against the number of hidden layers and number of neurons in each layer, Table 3 and Table 4. These results obtained for 35 time step (Binary Classifier) and 25 time step (5-Classes Classifier).

Table 2: 5-classes based classifier results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Steps</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>BRNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>78.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>81.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>82.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>84.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>86.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>88.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>90.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Hidden layers in fully connected feed-forward network (Binary Classifier)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of neurons</th>
<th>1- Hidden layer</th>
<th>2- Hidden Layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BLSTM</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>88.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>83.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BLSTM</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>74.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Hidden layers in fully connected feed-forward network (5-Classes Classifier)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of neurons</th>
<th>1- Hidden layer</th>
<th>2- Hidden Layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BLSTM</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>71.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>72.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>73.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>70.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 and 4 concluded that a single hidden layer for fully connected network is better than using 2 hidden layers. Also, for binary classifiers 15 neurons in hidden layers gives the best recall while using 30 in 5-classes classifier gives the best. With respect of these measurements, the proposed system using Bi-directional LSTM outperforms other RNN models beside previous work mentioned in related work (section 3).

Another study has been conducted is the impact of hidden units over the training time. The training is implemented over GPU card (Nvidia GeForce GTX 860M) and the implementation was in python and Keras. Figure 7 draws the training time for different topologies through variant hidden units.
The impact of hidden units is almost linear for the training time over GPU, and BRNN gained the maximum training time. A training procedure we can enhance the accuracy is preprocess the sequences with feed-forward layers which can help by projecting the data into a space with easier temporal dynamics. This can improve performance for the whole system.

6- Conclusion

In this work, the practical problems of existing IDS have been addressed and different Deep Recurrent Neural Networks models are proposed to solve these problems. The models have been implemented and tested on benchmark dataset, NSL-KDD, to compare the results against other systems. 4 different models have been tested and Bi-Directional LSTM showed superiority over other proposed RNN models and previously developed systems. The reason behind superiority of RNN in general that, it’s ability to define normal behavior from large dataset and can be used to detect a new unseen threat. This work can be extended in 2 directions: first, implement other deep models and build a hybrid models and voting systems among different models to detect and identify threats with low false alarm. Secondly, provide the existing systems with real-world data for multiple networks such that the model can enhance its accuracy by adapting the definition of normal activities through different un-calibrated datasets.
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